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The individuals mentioned in this press release who have been arrested or charged with a crime are considered 
innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. To obtain information about the outcome of the charges, please 

contact the relevant circuit court. 

 

Police Incident Report Summary 
 

March 4, 2024– March 10, 2024 

 
March 4, 2024 A suspicious person and vehicle were called in near the 1800 block of 

Stuart Lane.  Officers arrived and found a package delivery service in the 
area that fit the description given to 911. 

 
March 5, 2024 There was a report of a blue BMW driving recklessly through the 

neighborhoods on Carberry Circle.  An officer checked the neighborhood 
and was unable to locate the car. 

 
March 6, 2024 A suspicious vehicle was reported in the 2100 block of Sunset Drive.  The 

occupants of the vehicle told the caller they were doing estimates on the 
house that the caller was unaware of.  Officers checked the house and 
the area but were unable to find the car or the individuals. 

 
March 6, 2024 Trespassers were called in for fishing in the pond at Braymore and 

parking illegally on the roadway.  It appears that the offenders left the 
area prior to police arrival. 

 
March 7, 2024 A resident in the 600 block of Skye Lane made a report about a 

fraudulent PPE loan being taken out in their name.   
 
March 9, 2024 A resident called in to report an illegal solicitor in the 1100 block of 

Ashley Lane.  The solicitor left prior to police arriving in the 
neighborhood. 

 
March 9, 2024 Another solicitor was in the area of the 1500 block of Withorn Lane.  The 

responding officer found the solicitor and made them aware of the 
Inverness ordinance governing solicitors and required permitting.   

 
March 10, 2024 A vehicle in the area of Bradwell Road and Carriana Court was reported 

to be driving back and forth through the neighborhoods at a slow rate of 
speed.  The car ultimately went into Hoffman Estates and they were 
notified. 

 


